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The alternative to 
traditional 

marketplaces.



CLTV IS THE ANSWER.
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The only way to make serious money 
long term in retail, any kind of retail, is 
to build lifetime customer value.

“

”



PROBLEM & POTENTIAL.

The increase in cross-border sales, E-Waste increase and Sustainability Conciousness.

Cross-border Second-HandSustainability & E-Waste

€163bn

+25%

YoY
Growth

+13%

Site visits

+14K%
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of all E-commerce
in the EU

New EU 
rules

Adapt or 
die

2019

50MT
of E-waste 
worldwide

EU
Total of

12MT

Worth

€13.36
bn

3 R´s

Would 
pay 
more 47%
for sustainable products

2019

190M
Global Market for 
reused smartph.

since 2009

EU recovers

+4MT
Tonnes

http://www.urbanmineplatform.eu/

Eco
increase

http://www.urbanmineplatform.eu/


PROBLEM & POTENTIAL.
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35% of phones

In terms of mobile phones, only 12% to 15% is recycled in Europe.

An extra 7,480 tonnes valued at

€578M

Of gold, silver, copper, 
cobalt, lithium and 

Palladium.

Given this case scenario, collecting and recycling…

65% of phones

an extra 13,915 tonnes valued at

€1.1bn

Of gold, silver, copper, 
cobalt, lithium and 

Palladium.

Employment opportunities

Dismantelling or
refurbishing

10% 

14,562 jobs

20% 

29,123 jobs 43,685 jobs

30% 

European 

Economic and 

Social Committee

The data provided in this section is according to the European Economic and Social Committee report provided in this link. 

https://www.eesc.europa.eu/en/our-work/publications-other-work/publications/identifying-impact-circular-economy-fast-moving-consumer-goods-fmcg-industry-opportunities-and-challenges-businesses
https://www.eesc.europa.eu/en/our-work/publications-other-work/publications/identifying-impact-circular-economy-fast-moving-consumer-goods-fmcg-industry-opportunities-and-challenges-businesses


TAM, SAM, SOM.
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TAM (Total Available Market – Countries on Graph)
SAM (Serviceable Available Market – MVP Launch, areas in blue)
SOM (Serviceable Obtainable Market) – 2% SAM for 3 initial years + 2M own consumers

SAMTAM

EU

Population

510M

EU

E-commerce

€621bn

MVP

Countries

414M

Total

Electronics

€52bn

SOM*

EU

Targeted**

10.28M

EU

Targeted

€1.4bn

Beneko Marketplaces for Jan 2021

*SOM is based upon a CVR of 2% for electronics (the highest CVR of any other categories). Our CVR might be higher due to the extended CLTV relationship.
** We already count with 2M consumers from our other business areas. 

http://www.stadista.com/


STRATEGY.
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Beneko = differentiation strategy. The goal is to offer our clients the highest level of value that it can be 
perceived through a high quality in Customer Service, a strong brand identity and loyalty.

Only 15% of the Marketplaces are 
competing with a differentiation 
strategy (lowest saturated market). 
In addition to that, it doesn´t have 
any competition in the UK or France 
(€200bn and €103bn eMarket
volume in 2019). These two are the 
top 2 markets in terms of volume.

Bowman’s Strategy Clock (full analysis can be provided upon request)



STRATEGY.
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We will be using our current business experience on the mobile phone sector as our key core business. Once 
settled we will use this knowledge to gradually expand to other key areas based on proximity and affinity, also 

including other services such as warranties, insurances etc. from different providers. 

P1 = Smartphones, wearables, Computers
P2 = Consoles and Games
P3 = TV, Audio, Household Goods

P4 = Instruments and Sport tools
P5 = Services
P3 = Second hand products and services



SOLUTION.
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Technology Partners

Front-endBack-end PSP IT Development



SHOPPING EXPERIENCE - MARKETPLACE.
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SHOPPING EXPERIENCE - MARKETPLACE.
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Beneko Marketplace: If it doesn´t start automatically click here Beneko App: Alternatively click here

https://youtu.be/Wdp4E_0JrMU
https://youtu.be/p_Tng60LILE


MILESTONES.
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Milestones & Timetable



COMMISSIONS, CLTV, CVR, AOV.
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CVR

1.95%
Average

AOV ´19

€278
electronics2019

€2,125
Average Yearly
Spend Online CLTV

€163
Per User



EXIT VALUATION & STRATEGY.
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Buy the Business

The exit strategy is an easy sell to other smartphone ecosystem buyers. E.g. Brightstar or Softbank who are on this 

field already. Orange, T-Mobile, Telefonica or Vodafone would also benefit from a better CLTV immediately and a 

better product catalogue offering it to existing customers such as Alibaba/ Walmart/ Yandex/ Instakart or Wish. Getting 

access to 28 EU countries.

Option 1

Early Buyout

When we reach 1M 
users from +10 

countries

Option 2

Later Buyout

When we
reach 5M and 
€500M GMV

Ownership

100% 

edays.com Ltd

100%

Beneko.com LLP

Stefan Durina



FINANCIALS.
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FINANCIALS.
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MVNO OperatorMarketplace Enabler

To other retailers, price 
comparison sites etc.  Who 

already have a solution that 
needs improvement or who 

have none. 

E.g. Pricemania

Embedding our solution into 
their website. This leads to 

long term engagement, higher 
customer satisfaction, 

increased LifeTime Value 
(LTV) and enhanced brand 

reputation and recognition.

E.g. Tesco or Virgin Mobile. 

Our ready-to-go solution allows us to prospect two other variants.

OTHER OPTIONS.
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Thank you!


